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Falling from a Broken Ladder is mostly inspired by the artist’s recent employment as a gallery installer. The
exhibition looks to the fetishisation of tools, pokes fun at the stylised outfit of the installer, and touches on the
theme of labour, both the labour of making (painting/sculpting) a body of work, and also the labour of
preparing (sanding/patching/painting/measuring) a gallery space for an exhibition.
Self-referential and self-deprecating, the paintings and objects in the exhibition look not the perfection of
such pursuits (perfection is what the actual job of a gallery installer/art handler requires), but to the everyday
failures, the various little mishaps accidents and mistakes, that can easily take place (and do take place)
behind closed doors. In this way the artist, whilst choosing to display scenes and objects within a ‘gallery
under installation’ setting, is also talking about ‘bigger’ more universal themes concerning the human
condition such as anxiety, uncertainty and despair.
Dolman is a caricaturist. He uses slapstick and deprecating humour as a device or prop to talk about what
could be somewhat stressful situations. He simplifies (or completely obscures) certain elements of the body,
whilst extending and distorting others. Using visual and verbal puns and jokes to upend notions of failure.
The exhibition sees the artist employing a mix of techniques such as washes, dry brush, scumbling, and
crosshatching, all performed with an economy that leaves much of the original white of the canvas showing
through. Each canvas has been given a painted border inside of which the text of the title of the work is
written.
Objects from the world of the installer have been placed (or left) on top of each canvas. Upon entering the
space one questions if the exhibition itself is still half way through being installed.
Further sculptural objects in the exhibition are a mix of cast plaster, ready made or found objects, timber,
Fimo, real food, and glass. They become real world surrealist props in direct conversation with the images in
the paintings.
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